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Abst rac t 
A general framework of continuous-time queueing networks is studied with 
simultaneous state dependent service completions such as due to concurrent 
servicing or discrete-time slotting and with state dependent batch routings 
such as most typically modelling blocking. By using a key notion of group-
local-balance necessary and sufficiënt conditions are given for the stationary 
distribution to be of product form. These conditions and a constructive com-
putation of the product form are based upon merely local solutions of the 
group-local-balance equations which can usually be solved explicitly for con-
crete networks. Moreover, a decomposition theorem is presented to separate 
service and routing conditions. General batch service and batch routing exam-
ples yielding a product form are hereby concluded. As illustrated by various 
examples known results on both discrete- and continuous-time queueing net-
works are unified and extended. 
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1 Introduction 
Ever since Jacksons classical product form results (cf. [9], [10]), queueing networks 
have been extensively studied. Most notably, among various others, necessary and 
sufficiënt conditions for stationary product form distributions and related insensi-
tivity results have been provided in [1], [3], [4], [5], [8], [11], [12], [13], [14], [17], [18], 
[20], [25], [26]. These references all concern queueing networks in which changes 
occur due to one job at a time, such as an external axrival, a transfer from one 
station to another or a system departure. 
Typical present-day applications, however, feature simultaneous job transitions. For 
example, in manufacturing, parts are often processed and transported in batches, 
in parallel programming a number of modules can be initiated and run at the same 
time and, most notably, in digitized or time-slotted comrmmication networks (e.g. 
ISDN), messages or packets are simultaneously transmitted and released at discrete 
times. 
A number of product form extensions to queueing networks with batch servicing 
have been established over the last couple of years. In [6] product form results are 
derived for open discrete-time Jacksonian networks and in [19] for a closed queueing 
model of a computer system both with so called doubly stochastic disciplines under 
the conditions that at any station no more than one job can either arrive or leave at 
the same time. In these references generally distributed services are allowed. Similar 
results were independently obtained in [24] for open discrete-time Jackson networks 
with geometrie services as based upon the concept of quasi-reversibility and in [15], 
[16] for discrete-time Jackson networks with various discrete-time service initiating 
and finishing protocols. In a recent paper [21] these results were generalized to 
closed networks with a generalized form of a total system dependent batch servicing 
while jobs route independently. Herein, a key-concept of balance per group is 
introduced as the responsible factor for product form results. In [7] an extension of 
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these results is given to mixed open and closed networks with batch job routing. All 
these references so far do not include blocking. Recently, in [2] a related framework 
has been presented in which under the restriction of a reversibility assumption not 
only state dependent multiple job servicing but also state dependent multiple job 
routing and blocking are allowed. 
The present paper investigates the possible extensions to general state dependent 
simultaneous servicing and routing such as most notably modelling blocking phe-
nomena also when a non-reversible batch routing is involved. The model is thus 
more general than in [2] as non-reversible structures are allowed, but more restric-
tive as it particularizes to queueing networks and therefore does not cover other 
multi-transitional models such as clustering processes. Further detailed comparison 
with the preceding literature will be given later on. 
Based upon the key-notion of group-local-balance introduced in [21] and a technique 
of defining artificial Markov chains as introduced in [8] for the case of single changes, 
we obtain the following novel results: 
• A characterization of closed form expressions (e.g. of product form) by means 
of local solutions of restricted local balance equations; 
• A constructive method for computing these expressions related to Kolmogorov's 
criterion; 
• A number of new product form examples of queueing networks with batch 
servicing and routing such as with batch dependent and independent job 
routing. Particular examples are given with: 
- non-reversible structures and blocking, 
- routing selective blocking, 
- limited clusters of stations. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we introducé group-local-
balance and local state spaces and give our main result stating that the stationary 
distribution of the queueing network can be computed by local solutions if group-
local-balance holds. In section 3 we first present a decomposition theorem by which 
service and routing conditions can be analyzed separately. Next we give some 
general applications to queueing networks allowing batch services and batch routing 
with state dependent blocking. Most notably, discrete-time servicing protocols and 
non-reversible batch routings with blocking are hereby included. In section 4 we 
give some explicit examples: 
• Discrete-time networks without blocking; 
• Cyclic queueing networks with batch servicing and blocking; 
• Queueing networks with cluster dependent simultaneous services. 
3 
2 Model 
We consider a continuous-time queueing network consisting of N stations, labeled 
1,2,. . . , N and restrict our discussion to one type of customers or jobs that move 
between the stations. 
We assume that the queueing network can be represented by a continuous-time 
Markov chain with state space S. A state ra = ( n l 5 . . . , riff) is a vector with compo-
nents ra,-, t = 1 , . . . , N where ra,- denotes the number of customers or jobs at station 
i, i = 1 , . . . ,N. The transition rate from state ra to state ra' is denoted by q(n,n'). 
First we discuss the form of the transitions as multiple changes are allowed. Con-
sider a transition from state ra to state ra' due to <7,- jobs that leave station i, g[ jobs 
that enter station Ï and m,- jobs that remain at station t, t = 1 , . . . , N. We can thus 
write n = fh + g and ra' = fh + g1 where m = (mi,...,mjf) is the vector of remain-
ing jobs while g — (<7i,... ,##) and g' — (g^,... , ^ ) are the vectors representing 
departing and entering jobs respectively. The corresponding transition rate for this 
particular transition is denoted by q{g,g'; m). Note that for given groups g, g' the 
decomposition of n, n' 'm n — fh + g, n' = fh + g1 is unique, but that a transition 
from state n to state ra' might also occur due to other groups. The total transition 
rate from state n to state ra' is then given by 
q{n,n')= £ q{gj;m). (2.1) 
Remark 2.1 (Transitions) We do not exclude <?,• > 0 and g\ > 0 in which case 
the total number of jobs at station t before and after the transition is at least m,- + 1 . 
Physically, this also allows jobs to leave and enter the same station. Also forg^O 
we can have q{g,g; m) ^ 0 which we refer to as a dummy transition. • 
Remark 2.2 (Open model) Open models are included in our formulation. When 
S i l i 9i > 12ÏLi d'i JODS depart from the system and when Y^iLi 9i < Y,ÏLi 9i jobs ar-
rive at the system. Note that also in the case J2ÏLi 9% — Y^Li 9i JODs may enter and 
leave the system, but in this case the total number of jobs in the queueing network 
remains the same. O 
Remark 2.3 (Fixed rout ing groups) Notice that in a transition from state ra 
to state ra' the routing groups g and g' are completely determined if the vector m 
is fixed. • 
First let us briefiy illustrate our notation. 
Example 2.4 (Notat ion) Consider the closed cyclic three station queueing net-
work as depicted in Figure 1. We will discuss several types of transitions so as to 
illustrate our notation. Throughout this example we will assume that in the initial 
state there are 4 jobs at station 1, 3 jobs at station 2 and 3 jobs at station 3, i.e. 
ft = (4,3,3). ff 2 jobs leave station 3 then they must route to station 1. For this 
particular transition we have 
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n = (4,3,3) 
fh = (4,3,1) 
g = (0,0,2) 
9' = (2,0,0) 
n' = (6,3,1). 
Now consider a transition in which 2 jobs leave station 1 and 2 jobs leave station 2. 
Then we have 
n = (4,3,3) 
m = (2,1,3) 
g = (2,2,0) 
&' = (0,2,2) 
n' = (2,3,5). 
Notice that in this transition n2 = n'2 = 3 although there are jobs leaving and 
entering station 2. In fact it seems that the 2 routing jobs route from station 1 
to station 3 without visiting station 2. This turns out to be an important fea-
ture of batch service queueing networks as it will influence blocking protocols (see 
section 4). A transition in which for example 2 jobs leave station 1, 2 jobs leave 
station 2 and 2 jobs leave station 3 is a dummy transition. In this case 
n = (4,3,3) 
m = (2,1,1) 
9 = (2,2,2) 
9' = (2,2,2) 
ft' = (4,3,3). 
Although there are jobs routing among the stations the state of the network does 
not change. Notice that this is a feature of batch service models only. Further 
notice that since the state of the network does not change in this type of transition 
we do not have to include these dummy transitions in the balance equations. Es-
sentially there is no difference between the dummy transition illustrated above and 
a Standard "transition" in which no jobs move at all. D 
We make the following assumptions. 
( A l ) The Markov chain is irreducible for a set V C S and there exists a unique 
stationary distribution ir at V. 
(A2) The total transition rate out of each state is uniformly bounded, i.e. for all 
n G V and some constant C 
?("•) = X) ?(^s"') < C < oo-
In the following Definition 2.5 we define a type of partial balance which plays a 
key-role throughout this paper. First we give a motivation for this definition. 
Based upon (Al) and (A2) a distribution 7r at V is stationary if and only if for all 
n G V (cf. [11]) 
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Tr(n) £ * ( » . * 0 = E *(*')«(»',*)• (2-2) 
Inserting (2.1) into (2.2) and rearranging summations yields that a distribution n 
at V is stationary if for all n E V 
T(*0 E E«(5.5'i*)= E E ^ + ë'M^;™)- (2.3) 
Definition 2.5 (Group-local-balance property) A distribution p at an irre-
ducible set V satisfies group-local-balance (GLB) at V if for all fh and fh + g€V 
P{rn + g) J2 q(g,g';fh) = ^ p{fh + g')q{$,g\fh). (2.4) 
A Markov chain has the GLB-proptrty if the stationary distribution satisfies (2.4). 
Remark 2.6 (Reference [8]) The definition can be seen as a generalization of 
notions as local balance (cf. [17]) or job-local-balance (cf. [8]) for the case of single 
changes (i.e. only one job is allowed to leave a station). The approach that we will 
follow from here on is a generalization to multiple changes of the approach foliowed 
in [8]. D 
From (2.3) it is clear that a distribution satisfying GLB is stationary. In general 
however (2.4) is much more restrictive than (2.2) and does not need to have a 
solution. First we analyze the feasibility of (2.4). 
For fixed fh let V(fh) be the state space of the Markov chain with transition rates 
q(g, g'\ fh) restricted to V. Further let Vi(m), t = 1 , . . . , k(fh) denote the irreducible 
sets in V(fh) with respect to the Markov chain with transition rates q{g~,g';fh). We 
will refer to V(fh) as local state space and to Vj-(m) as the local subsets. 
Remark 2.7 (Local s ta te space) Note that a state n may be an element of dif-
ferent local state spaces V(fh). This allows transitions from one local state space 
to another since in general for fh ^ fh' we have V(fh) D V(fh') ^ 0 . • 
Example 2.8 (GLB and irreducible sets) Reconsider the cyclic three center 
model of Figure 1 in which 10 jobs are present. If fh = (4,3,1) there are 2 jobs 
routing among the stations. E all transitions are possible the local state space is 
7(4,3,1) = {(5,4,1), (4,4,2),(5,3,2),(6,3,1),(4,5,1), (4,3,3)}. 
In the first three states there is one departing job at two stations. In the remaining 
three states two jobs depart from the same station. The queueing network is cyclic 
so we can split up the local state space into two irreducible sets, one local subset 
for two jobs departing from different stations and one local subset for two jobs 
departing from the same station 
Vx(4,3,l)= {(5,4,1), (4,4,2), (5,3,2)} 
V2(4,3,1) = {(6,3,1), (4,5,1), (4,3,3)}. 
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As will be seen in section 4 the notion of different irreducible sets Vi is important 
when blocking occurs. O 
In the following lemma we show that V(m) consists of irreducible sets only if the 
Markov chain satisfies GLB. 
Lemma 2.9 If the stationary distribution 7r satisfies GLB, then for any fh 
V(fh) = (J Vi{fh). (2.5) 
Proof Without loss of generality we may set V(fh) ^ 0. We only need to prove 
that the Markov chain at V(m), for fixed fh, has no transient states. By virtue of 
the GLB-property, however, this local Markov chain has a stationary distribution 
c 7r where 
c -1 = Yl K{fh + g). 
{5:fft+3£V} 
As 7r(-) > 0 each state is positive recurrent. D 
From Lemma 2.9 it follows that, if GLB holds, then for any fixed fh for which 
V(fh) ^ 0 and i € { 1 , . . . , k(fh)} the following set of equations has a unique positive 
solution up to a constant factor. 
x{9!™) H QÜ>tf\ff*)=lLt x$'>™)q{3\§;rn) fh + ge Vi(fh) (2.6) 
We now make the following essential assumption in order to satisfy GLB. This 
assumption is justified by Lemma 2.9. 
(A3) For any fixed fh for which V(fh) ^ 0 relation (2.5) holds and for i E 
{ 1 , . . . , k(fh)} the system (2.6) has a unique positive solution {x(g-, fh)\fh+g E 
Vi(fh)} up to a constant factor. 
Remark 2.10 (Singletons) If V(fh) ^ 0 but q(g,<f\rn) = 0 for all g,g' then 
V(fh) consists of singletons only, i.e. for i = 1 , . . . , k(fh) the local subsets consist of 
one state only. In this case relation (2.6) is trivially fulfilled. D 
The equations (2.6) can often be solved explicitly. We therefore intend to give 
a characterization and computation of the stationary distribution which satisfies 
GLB purely in terms of these local solutions of the global balance equations. To 
this end, we first define an additional process with transition rates q. 
Definition 2.11 (g-process) A Markov chain at V with transition rates q which 
satisfy the following relations is cal led a q-process. 
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For any m, t = 1 , . . . , k(m) and m + g, m + g1 (E Vi(m) 
q{g,g';™) _ x($;m) 
Q{g',9;rh) x(g;m) (2.7) 
and otherwise 
q{g,g'',™) = 0' 
Remark 2.12 (g-process) Note that the transition rates g are uniquely defined 
by (2.7) up to a common factor at each of the irreducible local subsets Vi(ra). The 
quotients of the g are thus unique. As will be apparent below we only need those 
quotients. Further notice that also for the g-process a path n0 —* fii —• • • • —*• 
n,_i —* n,- —+ n where üo, n are elements of different local state spaces is possible. 
This is a direct consequence of the f act already noticed in Remark 2.7. • 
In Definition 2.11 we have defined the g-process in terms of the local solutions 
x(g;fh). These local solutions may be a function of g and m separately. The 
following definition relates these local solutions to a global solution 7f(m + g) of the 
g-process. 
Definition 2.13 (S t rong reversibility) The q-process is strongly reversible at V 
if for all tn for which V(fh) =£ 0 and i E { 1 , . . . , k(fh)} the stationary distribution 
jf satisfies 
W(fh + g)q{g,g';fh) = x[fh + g')q(<?,g-,fh) m + g,fn + g' e Vj(m). (2.8) 
Remark 2.14 (Reversibility) Note that strong reversibility is defined at the lo-
cal irreducible subsets, this in contrast with the standard notion of reversibility 
which is defined at the irreducible set V (cf. [11]). The relation between strong 
reversibility and standard reversibility is illustrated in Figure 2. A transition from 
state n to state n' may occur due to different routing groups. Suppose this tran-
sition is possible due to the departure of group §i and arrival of group g[ and due 
to the departure of group gi and arrival of group g'2 as is illustrated in Figure 2. 
Then strong reversibility requires balance at the top path and the bottom path sep-
arately while standard reversibility requires balance on both paths simultaneously. 
It directly follows that strong reversibility is a much stronger form of balance than 
standard reversibility. D 
R e m a r k 2.15 (Single changes) If single changes are allowed only, reversibility 
and strong reversibility are equivalent. This is an immediate consequence of the 
uniqueness in each transition of the decomposition of n in m and g for single changes. 
D 
We are now able to give our main theorem. 
Theorem 2.16 The stationary distribution it of a Markov chain at V satisfies 
GLB if and only if the q-process is strongly reversible at V. Moreover with it its 
stationary distribution we have for all n £ V 
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7r(n) = w(n). (2.9) 
Proof "if" If the g-process is strongly reversible then from (2.8) and (2.7) it im-
mediately follows that 
n{fh + g') q{g,g';fh) x{gf;fh)' 
Hence, the distribution 7r(-) = 7f (•) satisfies (2.6) which shows that 7r satisfies GLB. 
"only if" If 7r satisfies GLB then 7r is a solution of (2.6). Then, recalling (A3) we 
thus conclude 
x(g; fh) _ 7r(fh + g) 
x(gu,fh) 7r(m + g') 
so that by (2.7) for any t ' e { l , . . . , k(fh)} and fh + g, fh + (f € Vj(m) 
9(ff,ff';ra) 7r(m + s-) (2.10) 
q{9',9;m) ir{m-\-g')' 
•A-s g(g, Ö'; *ri) •= 9(0', ff; m) = 0 if fh + g, fh + g' are not contained in the same local 
subset Vi(fh) relation (2.8) implies that the 9-process is strongly reversible at V 
with 7f = 7r. D 
Remark 2.17 (Reference [2]) In [2] reversible processes in which a transition 
from state h to state n' can occur due to exactly one group g are studied and 
necessary and sufficiënt conditions are given for the process to have a product form 
stationary distribution. These results remain valid when more than one group g 
can establish the transition from state n to state n' and reversibility is replaced 
by strong reversibility. The necessary and sufficiënt conditions from [2] can be 
applied in order to conclude that the the stationary distribution of the g-process is 
of product form. Then by Theorem 2.16 it directly follows that this gives necessary 
and sufficiënt conditions for 7r to be of product form also. In this approach detailed 
information on the transition rates of the g-process is needed. However, we will use 
a more direct approach (also see Remark 2.20). • 
The following Corollary 2.18 shows the importance of the result of Theorem 2.16 
as it enables us to check GLB and to conclude the corresponding stationary distri-
bution based upon merely the local solution x{g\fh). These are often obtainable 
explicitly. 
Corollary 2.18 The stationary distribution ir satisfies GLB if and only if for ar-
bitrary reference state üo and all n G V 
n"mi^(*) (2.11) 
for all paths of the form 
nQ = fh0 + g0 -* fh0 + <f0 = fhi + gx -»• mj + g[ = • • • ^ . 
• • • = fhp + gp -t fhp + g' = mp + 1 + gp+1 = h ' 
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for which the denominator is positive and with arbitrary p G N and c = 7r(n0) x 
denoting a normalizing constant. 
Proof The proof below is very similar to that of the Kolmogorov criterion for 
reversibility, but since in the Kolmogorov criterion reversible processes are used, 
for completeness, we shall give it here for strongly reversible processes. 
"iP By virtue of Theorem 2.16 it is sufficiënt to prove strong reversibility for the 
f-process. To this end, consider some arbitrary i,g,j?,fh such that n = m + g, n' = 
rn + g' € V<(m), and an arbitrary reference state üo. By the irreducibility of V there 
exists a path n0 —* n which is of the form stated above in (2.12). Then, by virtue 
of (2.7) we also have a path n0 —• n' of the form n0 —*n = fh + g—>n' = fh + g' 
such that the denominator in the next expression, as according to (2.11), is positive 
*(ft') _ fjr q{9k,9k;rhk)\ g{g,g';m) 
As a consequence we find 
*{™ + 9)9(9,9'; ™) = A™ + g'Mtfym ™) 
implying that the g-process is strongly reversible with W = TT. 
"only if" If iv satisfies GLB then by Theorem 2.16 the g-process is strongly reversible 
with ff = 7r. Now consider some path of the given form, then from (2.8) we find 
-ri- q{9k,9'k;fhk) _ P 7f(mk + g'k) _ ^ n{fhk+1 + gk+1) _ ?r(n) 
th^(9k,9k;mk) ÜTfO^fc + ^t) t=o *{™k + 9k) ÏT (RO) ' 
D 
Remark 2.19 (Pa th (2.12)) Note that the transitions in each quotiënt of (2.11) 
occur inside a local subset, but that from one quotiënt to another we may move 
from one local subset to another (also see Remark 2.7). Further note that the left 
hand side of (2.11) necessarily has te be independent of the path. D 
R e m a r k 2.20 (Verification of (.2.11)) As the local solutions can often be ob-
tained explicitly, the invariance condition (2.11) can in principle be checked by 
enumerating all possible trajectories. In various practical situations however it 
turns out that only a small number of "baste" trajectories or cycles need to be 
checked as based upon regular structures of the underlying Markov chain. Even 
more efficiënt, the local solutions often suggest a form of 7r(-) as based upon the re-
quired ratios (2.10). By simply checking (2.4) or (2.6) for this suggested form, GLB 
and an explicit form of 7r(-) can so be verified directly. The examples in section 4 
have all been verified directly in this manner. • 
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Remark 2.21 (Produc t form) In analogy with the single transition case (cf. [8]) 
it will be illustrated in the next sections that the construction (2.11) and thus GLB 
usually leads to product form type results. D 
Remark 2.22 (Non-reversible rout ing) Note that the original Markov chain 
is not required to be reversible. For example, routing probabilities pi}- from one 
station to another can be non-reversible, as will be illustrated in section 3.3 and 
section 4. O 
Remark 2.23 (Blocking of t ransi t ions) If x[g; fh) is a solution of (2.6) then it 
is a solution of a subset of (2.6) also. Therefore, if a certain blocking of transitions 
comes down to the exclusion of one or more equations of (2.6) we may first try to 
find a 7r that satisfies (2.4) as based upon the equations (2.6) for the system without 
blocking and then conclude that the same solution x(g; fh) remains valid also for 
the system with the blocking. Conversely, any solution n that satisfies the GLB 
equations (2.4) remains valid if we exclude any arbitrary subsets of (2.6), i.e. if we 
prohibit these transitions to occur. The following three examples make this more 
precise. If we have a solution x(g\ fh) of (2.6) where all transitions are possible then 
in each of the following modifications this solution remains valid. Explicit examples 
will be given later on in section 3.3.4 and section 4. 
• For a given m0 we can set 
?(ff,ff';™o) = 0 
for all g,g'. Roughly speaking, the vector m0 is not allowed to remain un-
changed if no other jobs remain unchanged. 
• For a given go we can set 
9(ffo, <?; fh) = q{g, g0; IT») = 0 
for all g, g', fh. Roughly speaking, a group g0 is not allowed to take part of 
movements. 
• For a given number, say G, we can set 
q{g,tf;fh) = o 
whenever J^ïLi 9i = Gor Y^ÏLi 9i = G so that all equations in which T,ÏLi{ni ~ 
mi) = G or 52iLi[ni ~ mi) — G c a n De removed from (2.6). In words that is, 
batch movements of a total of exactly G departures and/or G arrivals are not 
allowed. 
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3 Network applications 
In Theorem 2.16 all information about the stationary distribution ir is enclosed 
in the stationary distribution 7f of the g-process. With a more explicit form for 
the transition rates q(g, g'; m) it is possible to extract more explicit product form 
type results for 7r. Therefore, in this section we impose a special form for the 
transition rates which has a natural interpretation in queueing networks. With 
this special form the complexity of the local equations (2.6) is reduced and leads 
to factorising results (see (3.8)) for the stationary distribution ir with as special 
application product form results. To this end, assume that the transition rates can 
be decomposed in 
q{9,9';rh) = f{g,m + g}p(g,g';fn). (3.1) 
Here ƒ(•) represents the service characteristics, i.e. protocols and speeds at the 
stations and p(-) represents the routing characteristics, i.e. routing and blocking 
probabilities of jobs, both up to a possible numerical factor as shown in Remark 3.1 
below. Note that this decomposition is not required in the general setting of sec-
tion 2. 
In the first part of this section we show that for a special form of the service 
characteristics ƒ(•) the stationary distribution ir is a product of a service and a 
routing factor. In the second part we give some general examples of the special 
service form required. Finally, in the third part of this section we consider the 
routing part of the transition rates and give some general examples for p(-). 
3.1 Decomposition theorem 
Suppose that for arbitrary but given functions ip(-) and <f>(-) 
/»..) -*%p (3-2) 
where the function <f>(-) is assumed to be strictly positive at V, i.e. for all n G V 
4>{n) > 0. 
We make no assumptions about the function ^(0 and thus xl>{-) is allowed to have 
0-values. 
Remark 3.1 (Decomposit ion; in terpre ta t ion) The decomposition (3.1) of the 
transition rates is valid in many queueing networks. However, the special form (3.2) 
may not completely describe the service characteristics. In some situations the 
actual service characteristics may have the form 
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where f3(g) is to be included to take into account different orderings of the jobs in 
the batch g. Assume that with this service function ƒ (•) and some routing function 
p(-) the transition rates can be presented in the form 
q[9,9';fn) = f{g,fh + g)p(g,g>;fh). (3.4) 
We can rewrite this as 
q{g,g'',rh) = f{g,m + g)p{g,$\m) 
by defining 
f{g,n) = f{g,n)P{g) 
,- _, _A p(g,g';m) (3.5) 
P(9,SM . - m ~ . 
The functions ƒ(•) and p(-) are thus to be seen as a service and routing function 
possibly up to a numerical factor. That is, a decomposition of the form (3.4) with 
ƒ(•) of the form (3.3) can be rewritten in the form (3.1) with ƒ(•) of the form (3.2). 
If, in the examples, the service characteristics have the form ƒ(•) then we use ƒ(•) 
and say that we include the numerical factors (5{g) in the routing part. If p(-) 
represents the routing characteristics then we may use p(-) and say that we include 
the numerical factors /3(g) in the service part. • 
Remark 3.2 (References [7], [21]) In both [7] and [21] a decomposition similar 
to (3.1) is used. In [7] the service characteristics have the form (3.3) and in [21] the 
service characteristics have the form (3.2). In both references, however, the routing 
characteristics may depend on g,g' only, i.e. for some function A(-) we must have 
that p{g,g'\fh) — X(g,g') for all m. With this restriction blocking phenomena are 
excluded from the transition rates. • 
The following assumption reduces equation (2.6) and the corresponding assump-
tion (A3) to merely the state-dependent routing equations. 
(A4) For any fixed m for which V(m) ^ 0 relation (2.5) holds and for t £ 
{ 1 , . . . , k(fh)} the following system has a unique positive solution {y(g; fh)\fn+ 
g G Vf(m)} up to a constant factor. 
V{g;m) J2 p{g,g';m) = ^ y(g'\m)p(g',g;m) fh + ge V;(m) (3.6) 
In analogy with the definition of the g-process we now define a 9y-process at V. 
Defmition 3.3 (gy-process) A Markov chain at V with transition rates qy which 
satisfy the following relations is cal led a qv-process. 
For any fh, i = 1 , . . . , k(fh) and fh + g, fh + g' £ Vi(m) 
Qv{g,g';rh) _ y(g'; m) 
Qy{g',g;rfi) y{g;™) (3-7) 
and otherwise 
qv{g,g';rn) = o. 
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Then the following product form result follows. 
Theorem 3.4 (Decomposition Theorem) -K satisfies GLB if and only ij the qy-
process is strongly reversible at V. Moreover with ity its stationary distribution we 
have for all n G V and B a normalizing constant 
7r(n) = B<f>(n)7Ty(n). (3.8) 
Proof By virtue of Theorem 2.16 we can prove that 7r satisfies GLB if and only 
if the g„-process is strongly reversible by proving that the g-process is strongly 
reversible if and only if the </v-process is strongly reversible. To this end, first note 
that q{g,(?;fh) = 0 if f(g,fh + g) — 0, i.e. if ij)(m) = 0. Therefore, if rp(fh) = 0, 
within V(m) there are no transitions possible, i.e. V(m) consists of singletons only 
and (2.6) is trivially fulfilled. Now assume that %/j(fh) > 0. Then the balance 
equations (2.6) and (3.6) are equivalent if we substitute 
x(9]fn) = ^±p-y(g]m) (3.9) 
for all m and t G {1,...,k(fh)} such that m + g G Vi(fh). 
Then, from (3.7), (3.9), (2.7), (3.2) and substituting the following relation for TTV 
and 7f 
7t(n) = B(j>{n)-Ky{n) (3.10) 
it follows that 
gy{9,9';rh)7ry(fh + g) _ y{g';fh)iry{fh + g) 
Qv{9',9\rh)^v{rn + g') y{g; fh)irv(fn + gf) 
q{g,9'\™>)<f>{™> + 9)Kv{fn + g) 
q{g',9;fn)(f>{m + g')iry{fh + g') 
_ q{9,9';™)*{™ + 9~) 
q{9',9;fh)w{fh + g>)' 
Consequently, the f-process is strongly reversible with stationary distribution 7r 
if and only if the g„-process is strongly reversible with stationary distribution xy, 
where 7f and 7rv are related by (3.10). Theorem 2.16 or rather equation (2.9) con-
cludes the proof. D 
Remark 3.5 (Service and rout ing factorization) For q{g,g';fh) ofthe form (3.1) 
it is always possible to replace (2.6) by (3.6) by using a relation similar to (3.9) as 
a definition for y{g\ m): 
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x(g;m) = y(g; m) _ . 
f{9,m + g) 
In general, however, when ƒ(•) does not satisfy (3.2) the stationary distribution 
will not be a product of a service and a routing factor. This however is up to 
interpretation as we can always scale the service characteristics to satisfy (3.2) and 
include the remaining part in the routing characteristics. In other words, generally 
speaking, the notion of balance per group (GLB), seems to be responsible for a 
possible factorization of the stationary distribution in a part that mainly covers the 
service characteristics and a part that mainly covers the routing characteristics. 
Similar service and routing decompositions for the single transition case (cf. [8], 
[20]) have hereby been extended to multiple transitions. Particularly, as will be 
illustrated in section 3.2.1, the more classical recognized factorization to individual 
stations may come out when ƒ (•) itself has a factorizing form. O 
Remark 3.6 (xjj =fi <f>) Note that the function ij)(fh) drops out in the proof above. 
This is a direct consequence of the notion of GLB since we consider only the local 
subsets Vi(fh) for each fixed m so that ip(fh) is a constant at these local subsets. 
A similar observation has recently been reported for the single transition case (cf. 
[20], [22]) and for the multiple transition case (cf. [7], [21]) as an extension of the 
more "standard" assumption that ^ = <f> (cf. [11], [25], [26]). The form (3.8) for 
the stationary distribution is a direct consequence of the notion of GLB. D 
First, in section 3.2 below, we concentrate on merely the service characteristics ƒ (•) 
satisfying (3.2), which yield the <£(•) part in (3.8). Next, in section 3.3, we focus 
upon general examples for p(-) which yield the 7r„(-) part in (3.8) By combining 
any service example from section 3.2 with any routing example from section 3.3 we 
obtain the product form result (3.8) with $(•) and 7r„ (•) specified. 
3.2 Service form examples 
In the first set of examples (section 3.2.1) the service speed at a station depends 
on the number of jobs at that station only. Various forms related to discrete-time 
settings are presented. In the second set of examples (section 3.2.2) the stations 
are grouped into clusters of stations. The service speed at a station is allowed to 
depend on the total number of jobs within the clusters. 
3.2.1 Sta t ion dependent servicing 
In the examples below we assume that ƒ (•) has the station factorizing form 
Here ƒ,-(•) represents the service characteristics at station i and is allowed to depend 
on the number of jobs present at station i only. Throughout the numerical factor 
involved is 
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»=i 
In order to show the mathematical unification of the above form, below we present 
four examples of more or less the same form but with different substitutions for ^ 
and <j> required and possible interpretations for both continuous- and discrete-time 
queueing networks. 
The examples a. and d. are well-known for discrete-time queueing networks (cf. [16], 
[24]). The examples b. and c. are believed to be new. 
To illustrate the possible physical behaviour of service protocols which lead to 
these forms we include an interpretation. This interpretation however may not 
completely cover the implications, and is far from unique. It illustrates however 
the complexities which do not exist in the Standard single change case. 
a. Service upon jobs selected in advance 
Assume that the service characteristics at station t have the form analogously to 
the form used in [16], [24] 
a,(nt)oii(n,- - 1) • • • a^rii - g{ + 1) fi(9i,ni) = c,(nt)-
al 
By including the numerical factors /3(g) in the routing part, as per (3.5), the service 
function ƒ (•) satisfies (3.2) if we set 
N m,- i 
rp(m)=n n 
N -i n< 
m
-R^r)R^öry 
In te rpre ta t ion 3.7 The service characteristics above may be interpreted in the 
following way. Suppose jobs move around in the station randomly at very high 
speed. At exponential times with rate Ci(rii) depending on the number of jobs 
present a server (e.g. a carrousel in manufacturing or time-frame in token ring 
protocols) passes by to service a selected number of jobs. If k jobs have not been 
considered for selection yet then with probability a,(A;) a job arriving at the server 
is serviced. When the first (/,• jobs that have arrived at the server are considered for 
selection then the server leaves the station immediately. Then the service charac-
teristics have the form stated above. O 
b . Service on a number of jobs selected while servicing 
Assume that the service characteristics at station Ï have the form 
By including the numerical factors (3(g) in the routing part, as per (3.5), the service 
function ƒ (•) satisfies (3.2) if we set 
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l l - \ TT X TT 1 ~ "<(*) 
*
(m)=yS5ÏÏ~SW" 
In te rpre ta t ion 3.8 Reconsider the interpretation given in a. above. The service 
protocol is changed in the following way. Again, the first &• jobs arriving at the 
server are all serviced, as according to the probabilities a,(fc), but only if all re-
maining ra,- — g,- jobs are also considered and not selected for service as according 
to these probabilities. Otherwise more jobs are serviced. The number <?,• is thus 
determined by these probabilities oci[k). D 
c. Service selection unti l failure 
Assume the service characteristics at station t have the form 
fi[9i, rii) = Ci{ni) j [1 - Oi(ni - &•)]. 
By including the numerical factors (3(g) in the routing part, as per (3.5), the service 
function ƒ (•) satisfies (3.2) if we set 
N m,- .. 
v-H = n(i-«.H)n-4rT 
In te rpre ta t ion 3.9 Reconsider the interpretation given in a. but now the server 
will service jobs until failure, i.e. the servicing of jobs will continue until one job 
is not accepted by the server. If the server leaves the station immediately after a 
failure the service characteristics have the form stated above. D 
d. Service for t he whole group 
A special case of the service characteristics described in a. and b. above is service 
for a whole group. Assume that the service characteristics at station i have the 
form 
tot,».) = ( 2 ) *f (i - ft)"1"*- (s-11) 
By including the numerical factors f3(g) in the routing part, as per (3.5), the service 
function ƒ (•) satisfies (3.2) if we set 
N -. / i \ n . ' 
m = n ~ 
«=i "•«• ,Pi. 
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In te rpre ta t ion 3.10 The service characteristics above correspond to a discrete-
time infmite server queue with geometrical services with probability of success p,-. 
D 
The service characteristics (3.11) correspond to the following choices for Oj(fc) and 
Ci(rii) in a. and b. above respectively 
a. on(k) = k ' a(ni) - (l - p,)n ' i = 1 , . . . , N 
b. Oi(k) = pi Ci(ni) = n,! i = 1 , . . . , N. 
e. Service delay 
Any of the examples a. - d. can be extended to an additional delay factor o;,- for 
station * as in Example 3.2.2.C. with station t representing cluster t. 
Remark 3.11 (</>(•) p a r t ) Note that the <f>(-) parts in a., b. and c. above are the 
same. Roughly speaking, <f>(-) contains the service characteristics of the actually 
serviced jobs only. D 
Remark 3.12 (Combinat ions) We may combine stations with service charac-
teristics of the form described in the examples above into one queueing network. In 
that case the service characteristics ƒ'(•) are a product of different types of service 
characteristics ƒ,(•). D 
3.2.2 Cluster dependent servicing 
In this section we suppose that the stations of the queueing network are grouped 
into disjoint clusters C,-, t = 1 , . . . , P and that the service speed at a station within 
the cluster is a function of the total number of jobs in that cluster. 
More precisely, we introducé the following notation for the number of jobs in a 
cluster 
jec{ 
ri = 12 9j t = l , . . . , P 
jeCi 
i.e. t = (ti,...,tp) represents the total number of jobs in the clusters and F = 
( r i , . . . , rp) represents the total number of jobs departing from stations in the clus-
ters. 
The examples in section 3.2.1 above can easily be generalized to examples for clus-
ters of stations. Also, the examples given for clusters of stations can easily be seen 
as examples for single stations. To this end, it is sufficiënt to set the number of 
stations contained in a cluster equal to one. 
The importance of cluster dependent servicing becomes clear when the routing is 
taken into account also. We may service jobs with a cluster dependent and thus 
station interdependent servicing, but the routing is still to be considered in a more 
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detailed manner. Further as in example c. we may even have a cluster interdepen-
dent servicing. 
a. Service u p o n jobs selected in advance 
We now assume a service characteristic analogously to the service characteristics 
in 3.2.1.a. To this end, assume that jobs within a cluster are picked out one af-
ter the other but at exponential picking times. This gives the following service 
characteristic 
p 
f{g, ft) = f {f, t) = n di{ti)<*i(*i)<*i{*i -1) • • • «.•(*•• - ri + 1 ) 
1 = 1 
which satisfies (3.2) if we set 
p E/ec,-
#n)=n n P £yeo ."v 
, = i k=i « « ( * ) 
P E/ec,- ni -
m-iiMZn,) n -7TT-
»=i jeCi k=i aiKK) 
b . Service for the whole group 
As a special application, in analogy with 3.2.1.d. we consider the case in which jobs 
are independently selected to be serviced with probability p,, i = 1 , . . . , P. Selected 
jobs are simultaneously serviced and released immediately after completing service. 
The service characteristics have the form 
which satisfies (3.2) if we set 
m,-
i=i(Eyec7,m;J! V P. ) 
P 1 /iNEyeo,.»* 
,=i (Eyec.nyj! W 
c. Service delay 
Suppose we wish that the number of jobs in cluster 1 does not exceed some fixed 
number T\ too much. This can be achieved by slowing down service at the other 
clusters with a factor w,- at cluster i, i = 2 , . . . , N when ti > Ti, where it is assumed 
that w,- 7^  0 for all t. We thus obtain a cluster interdependent servicing. More 
precisely, we can have that 
f(r,t) = ï[fi(r,t) 
«=i 
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where ƒ,(•) has the form 
f A{ti-Ti) . 
fi(f,t) Mti) 
$i{U-ri) . 
if i' = 1 or t = 2 , . . . , P and h < Tx 
if i = 2,...,P andt x > Tx. 
Then the service characteristics have the form (3.2) if we set 
i= i jeCi 
4>{n) n^-(n^-i)i(E^<^) 
t=2 \t=2 / jeCi «=i jee,-
with 1(A) denoting the indicator of an event A, i.e. 1(A) = 1 if event A is satisfied 
and 1{A) — 0 otherwise. 
3.3 Routing form examples 
Throughout this section we assume that the routing characteristics have the form 
p{g, g'; m) = Hg, g')Kg, 0'; ™) (3-i2) 
where A(-) represents the state-independent multiple job routing probabilities and 
&(•) is a blocking function. 
In the first and second example we assume that &(•) = 1, i.e. that no blocking 
occurs. In the third and fourth example we illustrate two possible types of blocking 
that can be modeled in our description. 
3.3.1 N o blocking; ba tch rou t ing 
Suppose that there exists a positive solution y(g) of the batch traffic equations 
y ( f f ) £ M < ^ ' ) = £ y ( < 7 W , < 7 ) (3-is) 
and suppose that no blocking occurs, i.e. that for all g,g',m 
Kg,^;™) = i-
Then, for all m such that fh + g G V a solution of (3.6) is given by 
y{g;fn) = y{g). 
If there exists a function T(-) such that for all m, all i and all fh + g, m + (f G V*(m) 
T{fh + g) _ y{g;m) 
T{m + g') y{g,;fhY 
then the 7ry(-) part of (3.8) is given by 
7rv(n) = T(n) 
for all n € V. 
(3.14) 
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3.3.2 N o blocking; independent rout ing 
We now give a special form for the routing probabilities \{g, (f) for which there 
exists a function T(fh + g) that satisfies (3.14). 
Suppose jobs route among the stations independent of the state of the queueing 
network and independent of the other routing jobs. Consider a transition from 
state fi to state n' due to g jobs leaving and g' jobs entering the stations. The 
transition rate for this transition has the form (3.12) with &(•) = 1. 
The state-independent batch routing probabilities for the closed queueing network 
have the form 
ff / _ \ ff 
9<: M*.*') = E n „. ' „.„ I M ( , = 1 v 9ilf -,9iN / = 1 
(3.15) 
where ptJ- represents the routing probability for a single job to route from station 
t to station j and <7,y represents the number of jobs that route from station i to 
station j . 
If there exists a positive solution ij, j = 1,..., N of the routing equations 
N 
1: = '52*1iPij j = l,...,N 
t = l 
then a solution of the batch tramc equations (3.13). is given by 
y(g) = Ö S- (3-16) 
If we include the mimerical factors (3(g) — üfLi Q%\ appearing in (3.15) in the service 
part, then these factors do not appear in y(-) above, and the function 
^(m+ff) = ^7^'•+!7•" 
satisfies (3.14). The %(•) part of (3.8) is then given by 
*»(«) = IIoT' (3.17) 
« = 1 
for all n € V. 
We may model an open queueing network also. To this end, assume that with 
probability P(go) a batch consisting of g0 jobs enters the network. After arrival in 
the network jobs are independently routed to the stations. With probability pot an 
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arriving job is routed to station t'. Then the open queueing network form of (3.15) 
is given by 
00 OO 
SO=0 g'0=0 
N
 / „ \ N 
£ n L «•» n 
g y , i = 0 , . . . I N , j = 0 N, : gij > O, g i j = O if P i j = O, goo = O, 1 ' J 
£}L08ij=gh i = 0,...,N, E!Lo8lj = 8-,J = 0 N ƒ 
Assume arrivals into the network occur due to a Poisson process with parameter 
To» i-e. 
(3 
P(9o) = fje To 
then if there exists a positive solution 7,, j = 1 , . . . , N of the routing equations 
N 
Ij = loPoj + X) WH J = 1.....JV 
« = 1 
then (3.16) is a solution of the batch traffic equations. If we include the numerical 
factors P{g) = Yif=i 9$ 'm the service part, then the ny part of (3.8) is given by (3.17). 
We may use different forms for P(-) yielding different forms for the 7r„ part (also 
see section 4.1). 
Remark 3.13 (Mult iple j o b rout ing probabili t ies) In various papers on queue-
ing networks with multiple job routing it is assumed that jobs route independent 
of the other routing jobs and independent of the state of the network (cf. [16], [21], 
[24]). However, the explicit form for the state-independent multiple job routing 
probabilities A(-) has not been reported yet. D 
3.3.3 Uppe r limit blocking; reversible rout ing 
Suppose in each station a maximum number of jobs is allowed, say n,- < M,- at 
station i, and that the routing characteristics p{g,<f;fh) have the form (3.12) with 
b{3>tf',fo) = l{rh + g' <M). 
In words that is, jobs route in groups but are also blocked as a total group. When 
a group is blocked the total group returns to their originating stations. 
Now assume that the state-independent batch routing is reversible, i.e. that the 
solution y(-) of the batch traffic equations (3.13) satisfies 
y(9)H9,9') = y(9')Hg',9)-
Then 
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y{g;«*) = y{g)i{fh + §<M) 
is a solution of (3.6) and with T(-) satisfying (3.14) the %y part of (3.8) is given by 
7rv(n) = T(n) {n<M). 
Remark 3.14 (Reference [2]) Reference [2] is restricted to reversible processes 
only, but allows general symmetrical blocking functions. For the present setting that 
is with b(g, cf\ fh) symmetrical in g, g', i.e. for all g, g* such that fh +g,fh +g' €V. 
Note that the indicator blocking presented here is indeed a symmetrical function 
restricted to V. Under the reversible routing condition given here, similarly to [2] 
we can extend the above and provide an explicit expression for 7r„ for any such 
blocking function. D 
3.3.4 Min imal workload blocking; non-reversible routing 
Suppose that in each transition a minimum number of jobs must remain in the 
stations, say M,- at station i. Then a transition from state n to state n' due to g 
jobs leaving and g' jobs entering the stations is blocked when n,- — gt < Mi for at 
least one i. In this case all jobs must remain in their originating stations. 
Suppose that p(-) has the form (3.12), then the blocking function has the form 
b{g,<?;m) = l ( m > M). 
K y(-) satisfies the batch routing equations (3.13), then for all m and all i such that 
fn + g E Vi{rh) a solution of (3.6) is given by 
y{g;m) = y(g)l(m> M). 
If there exists a function T(-) such that for all fh, i and fh + g,fh + <? G Vi(m) we 
have that 
T{fh + g)
 = y{g) 
T{fh + g') y(g>) 
then the 7rv part of (3.8) is given by 
7ry(n) = T(n) (n > M). 
Remark 3.15 (Exclusion of a subset of (3.6)) In fact, the example above can 
be seen as an application of Remark 2.23 as we exclude from (3.6) all equations 
with m < M. D 
4 Specific examples 
In principle we can combine any example from section 3.2 with any example from 
section 3.3 and obtain the stationary distribution 
7r(n) = B(f>(n)irv(n) 
with <£(•) specified in section 3.2 and KV(') specified in section 3.3. 
Below, however, we wish to highlight some specific examples of interest in them-
selves. 
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4.1 Continuous-time analogues for discrete-time queueing 
networks 
The most practical examples of queueing networks with multiple transitions that 
have been reported in the literature are discrete-time queueing networks. Most 
notably in this respect are [16], [24]. Below we will show that their results can 
rather directly be concluded from our general framework. An interpretation of 
the discrepancy between discrete- and continuous-time stationary distributions is 
hereby provided. The other related papers [6], [7], [19], [21] will be addressed briefly 
in section 4.1.3. 
In discrete-time queueing networks the time axis is segmented into time intervals 
or slots of fixed length. In each time interval the probability of servicing a number 
of jobs and the probability for the arrival of a number of jobs is defined. In general, 
these probabilities depend on the number of jobs that are present during a time 
slot. 
Regarding the number of jobs that can be serviced during a time slot there are two 
conventions (cf. [16]): 
(A) Late arrivals: a job that arrivés at a station during a time slot can not be 
serviced in the same slot; 
(B) Early arrivals: a job that arrivés at a station during a time slot has a non zero 
probability to be serviced in the same slot. 
In both [16] and [24] it is shown that a discrete-time queueing network with early 
arrivals has a stationary distribution similar to a Standard type continuous-time 
Jackson network with single changes. 
Below we will show that also for continuous-time queueing networks with multiple 
job transitions this observation remains valid. We note, however, that the phys-
ical behaviour of this continuous-time queueing network may differ from that of 
the discrete-time queueing network. Also, the stationary distributions are slightly 
different due to the different corresponding discrete- and continuous-time global 
balance equations. More precisely, as will appear, a continuous-time queueing net-
work with transition rates equal to the transition probabilities of a discrete-time 
queueing network does not give exactly the same stationary distribution as the 
discrete-time queueing network. 
4.1.1 Wal rand ' s discrete-t ime queueing network 
In [24] a discrete-time queueing network with early arrivals is studied. The arrivals 
into the network are assumed to be Poisson. In any given time slot station t will 
serve <7,- out of n,- jobs with probability Sj(<7,-,n,-) given by 
5,(0,n,) = Ci(ni) 
ft! 
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where a,(0) = 1, a,(A;) > O for k > 0 and Cj(ra,) such that 
«.• 
J2Si{k,ni) = l i=l,...,N. 
Jfc=0 
After completing service the jobs are independently routed among the arcs of the 
queueing network. Then the routing characteristics have the form (3.18). 
The continuous-time queueing network with the transition rates equal to the tran-
sition probabilities above is a combination of Example 3.2.l.a. and Example 3.3.2. 
Notice that the binomial factors (3(g) = n£Li 9<l thus appear both in the service 
characteristics and in the routing characteristics as is a direct example of the re-
definition (3.5) stated in Remark 3.1. 
The stationary distribution at V" becomes 
In te rp re ta t ion 4.1 (Difference) In contrast with the stationary distribution ob-
tained in [24] for the discrete-time queueing network in (4.1) the factors c^iii)'1 
appear. To give some insight in this difference consider the queueing network in 
which the arrival process is stopped. In the discrete-time queueing network at sta-
tion i the expected number of slots until jobs are served when nt- jobs are present 
is given by 
£ ( # slots ) = f ; fc Mn,-)]* [ 1 " « (* ) ] = j^TT-T-
Jfc=0 l Ci\ni) 
In the continuous-time queueing network at station Ï the expected time until a 
service completion is given by 
E(time ^ = 1—T^TT-1 - c,(n,J 
As the stationary distribution represents the fraction of time spent in each state, 
the ratio of the number of slots until service in the discrete-time model and the 
time until service in the continuous-time model equals the ratio of the discrete-
time and the continuous-time stationary distribution. With -K^ TTC the discrete- and 
continuous-time stationary distribution of queue i respectively, we thus obtain 
•ÏÏC _ E{ time ) _ 1 
7rd J5(# slots ) ~ Ci(rii)' 
For example, think of 
c»(n,) = 1 — riifiA 
as corresponding to a discrete-time analog of an infinit server queue with time 
slots of length A and service intensity \i per unit of time. We conclude that this 
discrepancy vanishes as A —»• 0. • 
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(4.1) 
4.1.2 Pujolle's ne twork of "extended Bernoull i queues" 
In [16] discrete-time queueing networks of "extended Bernoulli queues" with early 
or late arrivals are studied. However, the discrete-time queueing network with 
both multiple arrivals and multiple departures is assumed to have early arrivals. 
The arrivals into the network occur due to a generalized Bernoulli process. The 
probability of go arrivals in a given time slot is then given by 
' ( * ) - 7 ^ V ? (»<§)• 
The service is assumed to be a generalized Bernoulli process, also. The probability 
of servicing gr,- out of n,- jobs present at station t in a given time slot is then given 
by 
, D , , p f ' ( l -P , ) n ' - g < , ^ 
Ri{9i>ni)=(l-pi)»< + (l-pi)^Pi + - + P? ( f t < ï ) ' 
It is assumed that jobs route among the arcs of the network independent of the 
other routing jobs and independent of the state of the network. 
The continuous-time queueing network with transition rates equal to the transition 
probabilities above is a combination of Example 3.2.l.a and a slight modification 
of Example 3.3.2. 
Then, the 7r„ part of the stationary distribution is given by 
Pli \ 
i-p; 
The stationary distribution is given by 
*{n) = B n 
N
 1 \p(l-Pihi 
[ (1-P)ft J 
with 
( 1 - A ) n < 
5t(»i) = (1 - ft)".' + (1 - Pi^Pi + •••+ p? 
and 7,- the solution of the routing equations. 
Again, in contrast with the discrete-time stationary distribution the factors c^rii)'1 
appear in the continuous-time stationary distribution. 
4.1.3 Fur the r references 
In [6], [19] discrete-time queueing networks with so-called doubly stochastic queues 
are studied. In [6] open networks with geometrical input streams are studied, 
whereas in [19] a specific computer model is analyzed to show how to deal with 
closed queueing networks. In both references a transition is allowed only if there is 
just one job requesting a transition. If more than one job completes service during 
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a time-slot then all these jobs have to restart service. If there is exactly one job 
completing service the transition is allowed. If the transition is allowed then the job 
routes among the arcs of the queueing network and is not blocked, i.e. it arrivés at 
some other station of the queueing network independent of the state of the queueing 
network. 
In [7], [21] a framework of continuous-time queueing networks with multiple job 
transitions is given. These continuous-time models are used to model discrete-
time queueing networks. In [21] closed queueing networks are studied. The service 
characteristics have the form (3.2) and jobs route independent of the state of the 
queueing network and independent of the other routing jobs, i.e. the routing char-
acteristics have the form given in Example 3.3.2. In [7] closed and open queueing 
networks are studied. The service characteristics have the form (3.3) and the rout-
ing characteristics have the more general form described in Example 3.3.1. 
In non of the above references blocking can be modeled. In our general framework 
we are allowed to include blocking. As is illustrated in section 3.3 we may include 
various types of blocking in the examples above. In the examples below we illustrate 
some specific types of blocking that can be modeled in our general framework. 
4.2 Cyclic three center model; anticipative blocking 
Reconsider the cyclic three center model of Figure 1 but now with M jobs present. 
At station 3 no more than N3 jobs are allowed. The state space of this closed 
queueing network is given by 
V = U: Y^rii = M, n3 < N3\ . 
A transition from state n to state n' occurs due to the following mechanism. First 
at each station a group 0,-, * = 1,2,3 is selected. Group g% and g2 are allowed 
to leave station 1 and 2 if each of these groups independently is allowed to enter 
station 3 after the departure of group gs from station 3, i.e. only if 
ms + g! < N3 
m3 + g2 < Ns. 
If either gy or g% is not allowed to enter station 3 all transitions are blocked and at 
all stations a new group gi, i = 1,2,3 is reselected for servicing. In other words, the 
state of the system effectively remains the same. Otherwise the groups are routed 
according to the arcs depicted in Figure 1. 
The service mechanism described above is natural in discrete-time queueing net-
works with late arrivals. First at each station within a time-slot a group gi, t = 1,2,3 
is serviced. At the end of the time-slot the groups are released in the network and 
select a new station according to the routing rules. If at some place blocking occurs 
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all groups return to their stations. Otherwise they arrive at a new station at the 
beginning of the following time-slot. 
The transition rates for this process are given by 
q{g,g'\ fh) = ƒ{g,m + g)l{ms + 9i < N3, i = 1,2,3) (4.2) 
R e m a r k 4.2 (Stop protocol for single changes) When single changes are al-
lowed only, as an immediate consequence of (4.2) the service at station 1 and 
station 2 must be stopped if ra3 = N$. D 
The g„-process is defined through the following set of equations 
y{g)p{g, g'; fn) = y{g")p[g", g\ ™) (4.3) 
where g1 = {gs,gi,g2), g" = (ff2,ff3,&i) if § = {gug2,gz) and 
p{g,g';fh) = i(™3 + st < N3, i = 1,2,3). 
For all g, fh such that m + j £ V(fh) a solution of (4.3) is given by 
y{g;m) = y(g) = 1. 
If the service characteristics have the form (3.2) then by Theorem 3.4 it immediately 
follows that the stationary distribution at V is given by 
?r(n) = B<j>{n). 
R e m a r k 4.3 (Blocking and GLB) The blocking protocol described above, where 
also jobs departing from station 1 are blocked is required for the stationary distri-
bution to satisfy GLB. This can be seen directly if we consider the gv-process. This 
process needs to be strongly reversible in order to satisfy the conditions of the De-
composition Theorem. Therefore if, in the gy-process, a group is allowed to route 
from station 3 to station 1 this group must be allowed to route from station 1 to 
station 3 in the gv-process, also. O 
4.3 Random non-reversible routing; selective anticipative 
blocking 
Consider the closed queueing network depicted in Figure 3 in which M jobs are 
present. Suppose at station 6 no more then N6 jobs are allowed. The state space 
of this queueing network is 
V = \n: y>,- = M, n6<iV6l. 
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In the previous example we have shown that in a cyclic queueing network, and 
thus with deterministic routing, jobs are allowed to leave a station if they can be 
accepted at the constraint station, only. When the routing is random, however, 
the protocol is to be chosen more complicated in order to guarantee GLB. In some 
stations, say at station * the service may still continue at arbitrary speed even 
though m,6 + gi > Ne, while at others servicing of groups <?,- is to be stopped as soon 
as rne + gi < Ne. This also illustrates that the single service blocking protocol "stop 
all stations if the constraint station reaches its maximum'' (cf. [23]) is too restrictive 
when batch routings are involved. Suppose that the routing part of the transition 
rates has the form (3.13) with X(g,g^) of the form (3.15), i.e. a job routes among the 
arcs independent of the other routing jobs. Suppose the routing equations possess 
a positive solution 'y,-, i = 1 , . . . , 7. Then the following blocking function b(g, g'; m) 
is sufficiënt for the stationary distribution to satisfy GLB 
Kff> ti\ fh) = l (m 6 + gi + g2< JV6, m6 + g'6 < N6). 
Here the term m6 + g'e < JV6 reflects that from station 4 and station 5 no more than 
Ne — m6 jobs are allowed to leave and route to station 6. The service at station 5 
may continue for jobs routing to station 7. 
If the service characteristics have the form (3.2) then the stationary distribution at 
V is given by 
j r (n)=£t f ( f t )nTT ' -
«=i 
If we split the queueing network in an upper half above the line through station 5 
and a lower half below this line, then we may conclude that in the upper half at 
each level no more than Ne — ge jobs are allowed to leave, where the levels consist of 
station 1 plus station 2 for the first level, station 4 plus the upper half of station 5 
for the second level and station 6 for the third level. In the lower half service may 
continue at an arbitrary speed. 
4.4 Clusters of stations 
In the examples below we consider clusters of stations with a constraint on the total 
number of jobs allowed in the cluster. We use the notation already introduced in 
Example 3.2.2 and suppose that the service characteristics have the form (3.2). 
For simplicity we consider cyclic models only, as in general a characterization for 
the routing without considering the explicit structure of the queueing network or 
of the clusters when multiple changes are allowed is most complicated. 
4.4.1 Anticipat ive upper limit blocking 
Consider the queueing network depicted in Figure 4 where 1 and 2 are single stations 
and 3 represents a cluster of stations. The routing among 1, 2 and 3 is assumed to 
be cyclic, i.e. along the arcs, whereas the internal routing in cluster 3 is arbitrary. 
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Suppose in cluster 3 no more than T3 jobs are allowed while at station 1 and 2 all 
arriving jobs are accepted. If M jobs are present in the queueing network then the 
state space is given by 
V=\n: f > , = M, 5 > i < T 3 
{ f=i jee3 
We introducé a blocking protocol similar to that of Example 4.2 stating that at 
station 1 and 2 jobs are allowed to leave only if they could be accepted at cluster 3 
after the departure of serviced jobs from cluster 3. 
a. Ba tch routing 
If we assume that when a transition is allowed the jobs route among the stations 
with batch routing probabilities X(g,g'), the routing characteristics are given by 
p{g,g'; m) = Hg,g')Hh - g[ + g2< r3, t3 - g[ + g'2< r3) 
Assuming that there exists a solution T(fh + g) as introduced in Example 3.3.1 the 
stationary distribution of the queueing network at V now becomes 
7r(n) = B<j>{n)T(n). 
b . Independent rou t ing 
If we assume that jobs route independent of the other routing jobs while at each 
cluster first a group r,- is selected and then this group is distributed among the 
stations of the cluster to be serviced there, the transition rates have the form 
p{g,g'\fn) 
f \ 
fr(ti\^tf, _u.-r,._Zi!_ m pïii-PiY X jec{ J 
x\{g, $)l{ts - g[ + g2 < T3, h-g[ + ^ < T3) 
where X(g,g') has the form (3.15). 
The stationary distribution at V now becomes 
The interpretation of including the numerical factors /?(•) is illustrated here rather 
nicely since both Y[f=i r,! and Y[f=1 g,-\ cancel in p(g,g';m) above. 
4.4.2 Ant ic ipat ive minimal workload blocking 
Reconsider the queueing network depicted in Figure 4 where 1 and 2 are single 
stations and 3 represents a cluster of stations. Suppose in cluster 3 a minimal 
workload must be guaranteed. In Example 3.3.4 we have considered the case in 
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which after departure a minimum number of jobs had to be present. Here we 
consider the case in which after arrival a minimum number of jobs has to be present. 
Suppose in cluster 3 at least T$ jobs have to be present after a transition, then a 
transition is allowed if 
*3 - 01 + 92 > T3, t3 - g[ + 0i > T3. 
If M jobs are present in the queueing network then the state space is given by 
{ t=l j€C3 J 
We consider the batch routing case only. Then the routing characteristics are given 
by 
P[S, ê'; «O = Hg, öWh -g[ + 92 > r s , u - g[ + 91 > n). 
Assuming that there exists a solution T(fh + g) as introduced in Example 3.3.1 the 
stationary distribution of the queueing network at V is given by 
7r(n) = B<f>(n)T{n). 
5 Conclusion 
We have studied a general framework for continuous-time queueing networks with 
state-dependent multiple job transitions. By using a key notion of group-local-
balance we have presented a constructive method for computing the stationary 
distribution. This method is based upon local solutions of the group-local-balance 
equations. Explicit expressions for these local solutions are often obtainable. There-
fore, a practical method for computing the stationary distribution is thus provided. 
For a specific, but rather general choice of the service characteristics we have 
achieved a decomposition of the stationary distribution in a part that mainly covers 
the service characteristics and a part that mainly covers the routing characteris-
tics. The state-dependent batch routing equations thus obtained allow features as 
blocking of transitions. The specific choice for the service characteristics allows 
station-interdependent servicing. This naturally arises when stations are grouped 
into clusters such as due to a common storage pool or when the service is slowed 
down when a station or group of stations becomes saturated. 
It is shown in the examples that known results on both discrete- and continuous-
time queueing networks are unified and extended. To illustrate the possibilities a 
number of novel product form examples is included. Particularly, examples with 
non-reversible routing and multiple job transitions with blocking. 
The framework presented here is restricted to one type of jobs. The results can be 
extended to queueing networks with more types of jobs. 
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Figure 1. Cyclic three station network 
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Figure 2. Reversibility 
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Figure 3. Closed queueing network. 
Figure 4. Cyclic queueing network with one cluster. 
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